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Still no sign of
summer but plans for
this year’s flu clinics
are well underway!
Hundreds of vaccines
have been ordered and
the first session will take
place on Saturday 29th
September 2102. The jab
is  recommended
for the over 65s or for
patients who suffer from
respiratory problems or
long term conditions
like diabetes, history of
stroke or a weak immune
system.
Contact reception now to
book your injection.
               ***

Goodbye Dawley!
That’s the message from 
Dr Spencer who retired from
the practice at the end of 
July. He wants to thank 
everyone for the good wishes
as well as all the cards and
gifts. He says he and his wife
are now almost ready for 
their move to Scotland.
               ***

    Did you know?     
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There are 100,000 miles 
of blood vessels in the brain!



Win a prize!
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Test your knowledge 
and enter Dawley Medical’s
free prize draw!  
As part of the
practice’s health promotion
campaign, patients are 
being invited to test the new 
height and weight machine 
located in reception near
the blood pressure unit!
Entry forms for the 
competition are available
from reception, so have a 
go at answering the
questions while you wait 
to be seen. Use the 
machines to take your 
readings, then enter 
them onto the tear-off 
slip along with your
personal details. Put 
your slip in the box 
provided and you
you will automatically be 
entered into the draw 
for the prize – which is 
guaranteed to be healthy!!
The draw will take place 
at the end of September.
                   ***
     Did you know?    
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It may only take up 2% of our body mass, but the brain uses a fifth of the oxygen that enters our bloodstream! That’s more than any other organ in the body!
            
            164
  That’s how many 
   appointments were 
   wasted at Dawley
   Medical, and that’s 
   just in July!
   Patients not turning up 
   and not calling to
   cancel means a 
   staggering 27 hours of
   doctors and nurses time
   was lost!
  
    If you’re not going to be
   able to keep an 
   appointment, please take 
   a couple of minutes to 
   phone and let us know, then
   the slot can be given to 
   someone else!
                     
   And don’t forget….if you
   find it difficult to get to the
   surgery during office hours, 
   there are later 
   appointments available on
   a Tuesday evening. 
   However, please note
   these slots are
   intended for patients 
   who work full time! 

               ***
            

Did you know?
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The cartoon image of 
a light bulb over your 
head when you have 
a brain wave isn’t far off 
the mark!  Apparently our
little grey cells operate on
the same amount of 
power as a 10 watt
light bulb!
                 ***

Repeat Medication
A message from the doctors!
Please don’t use
the morning drop-in
surgery as a way
of getting a repeat                                                                                                 prescription!

There are several options
available to patients   needing repeat    medication:-
	Dropping a request slip into reception
	Arranging with a local chemist to deliver the request and collect the script

Order online
To take advantage of the online service go to
www.dawleymedicalpractice.co.uk
where you can register for online repeats.
Please remember though
	Prescriptions take 48 hours

Medication will not be issued more than five days before it’s due unless there are special circumstances (like holidays)
If you run into difficulties with medication, please contact reception and  staff will do their best to help you.                              ***
Did you know?
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Your skin weighs twice as much as your brain!
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Going abroad?         
  Then don’t forget to leave plenty of time to sort out your holiday jabs!  Anyone planning a foreign holiday needs to call into reception first and pick up a travel information sheet. This will direct you to the MASTA (Medical Advisory Service from Travellers Abroad) where you will be able to check out what cover‘s required.
Travel vaccinations need a 20 minute appointment per patient with one of the practice nurses. They recommend starting the immunisations at least six weeks before departure.
                  ***
Blood Tests
A reminder to anyone who needs a blood test that it can be taken down at the Princess Royal Hospital if that is more convenient! The blood department is open between 8 -9 for fasting tests and between 9 – 4pm for any others.  To get to the department, go past the League of Friends Shop, through the double doors and it’s on the left! 
And…a quick reminder that a fasting test means nothing to eat or drink from 10pm the night before – only sips of water. If you’re on medication that needs to be taken with food, leave it till after the test.  
                ***

 
 
            Test Results
A reminder that results 
can only be given
to the patient unless
permission has been
given for someone else to
get them!

The rules governing patient
confidentiality are very
strict and staff are under
instructions not to give
results out unless there is
prior permission.

If you want someone else
to be able to pick up results
just ring reception and a note
will added to your patient
record.
                 ***
Dawley Needs You!
At least Dawley Medical’s
Patient Participation 
Group would like to hear 
from you, especially if you 
are a mum with young 
children! The group meet 
4 times a year to look at 
ways of improving the
service. The next meeting
is on Friday 21st September
at the practice.

                ***

Did you know?
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A human brain cell can 
hold five times more
 information than the 
Encyclopedia Britannica. 
Scientists still can’t agree 
on the exact amount of total 
storage in the brain but 
they reckon it could be as
much as a 1000 terabytes! 
(1 terabyte equals a trillion bytes!)
                  ***

